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In this department every effort is made to publish timely announcements of future meet- 
ings, as well as reports of events and papers presented at past meetings. For this we rely on 
the organizers of meetings to send us announcements as early as possible, and on colleagues 
in each country to send us reports of local activities in the history of mathematics. Unneces- 
sary duplication may be avoided by checking with the Editor or the nearest member of the 
International Commission listed on the back cover of Historia Mathematics before submit- 
ting reports to this department. 
Summer School and Conference on Mathematical Logic 
Honorably Dedicated to the 90th Anniversary of Arend Heyting 
Chaika, Bulgaria, September 13-23, 1988 
The meeting, organized by the Sofia University “Kliment Okhridski,” is the 
biennial successor to the 1986 Godel Summer School and Conference held in 
Druzhba, Bulgaria. The scientific program will include invited lectures at the 
Summer School, contributed talks at the Conference, discussions, and informal 
seminars. Topics of the meetings are: recursion theory, modal and nonclassical 
logics, intuitionism and constructivism, related applications to computer science, 
and the life and work of Arend Heyting (1898- 1980). 
Submissions to the Conference are invited from the above areas and will be 
evaluated by the Program Committee. We shall expect five copies of a draft of a 
full paper (in English) of no more than 15 double-spaced pages, containing original 
contributions. Papers should reach the PC chairman by the deadline given below, 
accompanied by a one-page camera-ready abstract which will be sent to all PC 
members, as well as published and distributed at the meeting. 
Deadlines for the Conference: 
March 15, 1988 submission 
June 15, 1988 notification 
August 15, 1988 final version, for inclusion in the Proceedings. 
There will be some grants covering participants’ expenses in Bulgaria during the 
meeting. Please send all correspondence, including applications for grants and 
requests for further information, to the appropriate Organizing Committee mem- 
ber at: 
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Heyting ‘88 
Sector of Logic, Mathematics Faculty 
boul. Anton Ivanov 5 
Sofia 1126, Bulgaria 
Telephone: (359.2) 62561, ext. 524 (Passy) or 598 (Ivanov) 
Cable: Heyting, Mathemat Faculty, Sofia 1126, Bulgaria 
Italian Mathematics between the Two World Wars (1920-1940) 
By Angelo Guerraggio 
Istituto di Metodi Quantitativi, Universitd Bocconi, via Sarfatti 35, Milano, Italia 
The Institute of Quantitative Methods of Bocconi University, the Departments 
of Philosophy and Mathematics of Milan University, and the Department of Math- 
ematics of the Polytechnic in Milan jointly supported the Congress, “Italian Math- 
ematics between the Two World Wars (1920-1940),” which was held in Milan, 
October 8 to 11, 1986. The principal sponsor was Italian IBM. 
The works were attended by over 80 participants, who came from 20 Italian 
universities and from the Universities of Toulouse, Paris, and Budapest, as well as 
from Ohio State University. Among them were specialists in concrete mathemati- 
cal subjects, historians of mathematics, philosophers, and historians of physics, 
who allowed interesting comparisons between different approaches and points of 
view. 
The main objectives of the meeting were to describe and analyze the results of 
Italian mathematics of the period 1920-1940, in the context of the Italian heritage 
at the beginning of the century and of the avenues of development of other Euro- 
pean countries. The lively and prolonged debate, which followed each lecture, 
promoted an active exchange of ideas and recognized the importance of a variety 
of interests and approaches to historical studies in mathematics. 
The Proceedings of the meeting is in print. Additional information may be 
obtained from the author of this report. 
The following lectures were delivered: 
L. Geymonat (Milano): Malintesi tra filosofia e matematica 
L. Amerio (Milano): Mauro Picone e 1’Istituto per le Applicazioni de1 
Calcolo 
E. Regazzini (Milano): La teoria e il calcolo delle probabilita 
A. Conte (Torino): La scuola italiana di geometria algebrica 
S. Di Sieno-M. Galuzzi (Milano): Matematica e storia della matematica in F. 
Enriques 
A. Brigaglia (Palermo): Algebra e teoria dei numeri 
P. Freguglia (Genova): C. Burali Forti e gli studi sul calcolo geometric0 
